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Introduction

The Power of Three

An invitation to participate

Over the last five years the Power of Three project, run by the
Matson, Robinswood and White City Community Partnership, has
worked together to tackle the negative images of the ward, which
is often defined by official statistics in statutory circles. Events have
been held to draw in the arts to tell stories and boost confidence,
ask questions and suggest solutions. Other events have been held
to provide entertainment, social gatherings and opportunities
for local leaders to apply their skills and be recognised for their
successes.

The Community Partnership believes that we can continue to achieve much ourselves within
the ward and that agencies and authorities can continue to meet their statutory obligations,
but the possibilities for dynamic change are enhanced by bringing together top down and
bottom up approaches as laid out in this plan, so over the next year we will be reaching
out to you. We look forward to holding important conversations with the local authorities,
the enterprise drivers, the educators, the commissioners of services, decisions makers and
influencers, and of course the residents, to discuss how together we might deliver a plan that
will better deploy resources, build up talent, raise reputation and lay down new opportunities.

The well-established civil sector of community groups, initiatives, centres and small charities
have continued to bloom, winning grants, delivering small grants, supporting individuals,
families and statutory services and agencies to engage more effectively. Day in and day out
our community organisations are having sustained conversations based on relationships which
reveal and uncover issues, circumstances, potential and success, which goes unnoticed more
broadly and unrecorded and analysed. It is on the back of this work, that the ward has been
able to respond effectively to Covid-19 through food programmes, listening ears and provision
of resources.
It is through Power of Three that we the Partnership have realised that we have a role to play
in a broader sense by confidently positioning the Partnership to co-create not just within the
ward but also with the many statutory organisations, especially those impacted by the need to
address marginalisation and pockets of deprivation.
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By meeting and talking about shared goals from above and below, the Partnership believes
that not only can we discern good practice, we can also provide stronger bottom up direction,
which will reduce consultation overload, confusion and disengagement. Common ground will
lead to change not just of perspective but also of practice and outcomes.

Bob Allen
Chair of the Matson, Robinswood and White City Community Partnership
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In 2015 the Power of Three partnership rallied around an opportunity to collaborate on an
exercise that ultimately delivered a community economic development plan. A review of the
plan in 2019 identified successes, including challenging the negative opinions about the ward,
as well as complications, such as the lack of formal well-recognised schemes for youth work
and volunteering.
From the review it was clear that having a common initiative was a positive approach for all
those interested in the ward and prepared to offer leadership; whether as individual residents,
managers in community organisations, or as workers representing larger organisations.
This document is the Matson, Robinswood and White City Power of Three in its second phase,
which is both a continuation of the first exercise and an innovation towards being more
strategic and confidently engaged with the structures that hold power, as well with the key
issues of Britain in the 2020s.
The top priorities of the first phase remain: reputation, leadership, transport, flexible care,
community assets, housing, education and skills, and local businesses; but rather than seeing
them as distinct issues to be tackled just from within the ward, the revised plan sees them as
part of a richer tapestry of concerns that are on the agenda of the local authorities, the Health
Commissioners, the Local Economic Partnership, elected officials, the University, social housing
providers, providers of primary, secondary and tertiary education.

Adult skills and economic
participation

Climate change and funding
2050 development

Renewal of the built
environment
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This plan has six purposes:
1

	To lay out the Partnership’s fresh understanding of the ward’s economic, environmental,
social and development potential;

2

	To clarify how the Partnership understands the context and construction of the
opportunities and challenges;

3

	To place the micro-local ward concerns over adult skills and economic participation,
climate change and funding 2050 development, renewal of the built environment,
social imbalance, democratic participation and accountable leadership, and educational
attainment up to 21; alongside the strengths, weakness, opportunities and threats
identified by the public authorities;

4

	To state what the Partnership can do through collaborative working based on the
resources of its individual and organisational participants;

5

	To set out opportunities for regional, county and city entities to be partners in change by
supporting small and large tasks whose results would drive forward a valued project;

6

	To invite you, as a local resident, employer, service provider, activist, or as an organisation
to support people to meet their aspirations for better health, economic and educational
opportunity and to encourage and promote positive solutions around climate change and
participation in democracy.

Social imbalance

Democratic participation and
accountable leadership

Educational attainment up
to age 21
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Adult skills and economic participation

The issues
The educational platform of the ward, despite many individuals doing well, remains weak. For
example, the average Gloucester city resident has two A-levels. Within the neighbourhoods
of Matson, Robinswood and White City, another seven residents would have to gain these
qualifications for every 10 that already have to catch up with the city average.
The impact of qualification barriers shows up in the occupation statistics.

41% of the citizens in work in these areas have roles that are likely to require
only a basic general education (Office of National Statistics groups 7, 8 and 9,
as set for the 2011 census). This is one in four of all the adult citizens.
Progress can be seen in employment statistics but the ward’s relative unemployment position
within the city has not improved in the last decade.

The solution?
A neighbourhood curriculum to
advance adult employment
What do we need?
1

	A contracting regime from public authorities, quangos and other employers that
encourages opportunities for local citizens’ employment within regeneration
schemes and ongoing employment.

2

	A plan to upskill workers which recognises they work long hours outside of
the district with limited contact with the key industries identified by the public
authorities.

3

	A pro-local employment ethos and development plan especially around
regeneration, green economy, care and wellbeing roles, that informs, prepares,
nurtures and sustains participation, and reward.

The projected decline of retail within the British economy is a clear threat as:
1

A significant proportion of the ward’s working population are engaged in shop work; and

2

There will be reduced early work opportunities for the ward’s young people.

If retail is replaced by warehouse occupations this could mean increased travel requirements to
reach the new sites outside the city.
The county economic strategy for Gloucester, Cheltenham and Tewkesbury is heavily focused
on aerospace, IT and similar sectors, meaning engagement for these areas is complex when
the ward’s working population is overwhelmingly in sectors that require less educational
achievement and personal autonomy.
Citizens from these neighbourhoods can succeed but we are trying to counterbalance
a lifetime of discouragement – we want to encourage people that they can.

Matson, Robinswood and White City Community Partnership
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What can we do for ourselves?
-	Keep the ward informed about economic trends and plans that might affect their
household planning.
-	Build a cooperative ladder of opportunity that enables skill development and produces
ward-level community change derived from the wards assets including:
a)

The proposed Winnycroft greenspaces

b)

The historic fishpond (Matson Park)

c)

Childcare

d)

Social care

-	Support care workers from within the ward to offer services to residents within the
nearby Gloucester suburbs.
-	Encourage GFirst LEP and their Employment and Skills Board to communicate and interact
with the ward’s citizens more effectively regarding the opportunities of the new industrial
projections and pathways to benefit.

Our local story
The GEM Project supports people dealing with circumstances causing barriers to work and
helps move them closer towards education, training, volunteering or work. Since it started
in 2017 the GEM Project has helped over 80 people from Matson, Robinswood and White
City on their employment journeys. The GEM Project is jointly funded by the National Lottery
Community Fund and the European Social Fund.
Work clubs also exist within the wards to plug some of the holes left by commissioned
services, but also focus on unemployed citizens, and are not able to help workers on long
hours, weak wages and on long commutes move on in their employment.

Interesting practice elsewhere
Power to Change (an organisation which works with community businesses to revive local
assets) say: “Dedicated community business champions rooted in deprived communities can
enable social action and encourage community business solutions. They can help identify
how social capital deficits inhibit social action and collective responses to social and economic
challenges.
Locating mentors within deprived places who can build skills that bridge connections between
groups within a community and build localised networks which bring together community,
private and public sector anchor organisations in place, will be critical.”

Matson, Robinswood and White City Community Partnership
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Climate change and funding 2050 development
The issues
As observable through the limited fitting of solar panels the ward has benefitted only
marginally from the 2009-2019 green energy feed-in tariff regime.
Neither Gloucester City Homes (Gloucester’s major social landlord) nor public space buildings
were able to make the scheme work.
A lack of individual household capital and the primacy of public housing may well continue
to prohibit the ward benefiting from the government Feed-In Tariffs (FIT) scheme, which
was designed to promote the uptake of renewable and low-carbon electricity generation
technologies. Communal action may be the best route to prepare for 2050 carbon neutrality.
Preparing the public and private housing stock from the 1950’s onwards for 2050 Carbon
neutrality will be a major financial undertaking. Community Municipal Bonds, regulated by the
FCA, could be an option to move this forward.
In addition, only 2% of the ward’s working adults have jobs in the ward, 50% leave the city
for work which drives pollution. Much of the work is built around driving and electric cars will
need recharge points for renters.
80% of the jobs within the ward, mostly higher paid, public sector roles, are filled by
commuters. This drives pollution and immediately extracts public investment out of the
community.
The ward cannot provide primary school places for the current and projected population,
which creates more traffic as children are driven out of the ward. This excludes families
without transport from educational choices and produces pollution.

Matson, Robinswood and White City Community Partnership

The solution?
Climate compatible living and economics
What do we need?
1

	An approach to 2050 carbon neutrality that aligns many of the different social,
economic and community issues with the environment.

2

	Recruitment of local people and the creation of pathways to local jobs, by building
relationships with businesses in and close to the ward.

•	West Berkshire has cabinet approval to pilot a Climate
Emergency Bond through Abundance, a crowdsourcing
investment company.
•	Four other authorities including a major UK city are in the
process of signing off piloting a bond.
•	A collaboration between the ward, district and county
could investigate this approach.
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What can we do for ourselves?

Our local story

-	Understand ultra-local energy alternatives and prepare for 2050 carbon neutrality
schemes by investigating heat recovery from drains, ground source heat pumps and
the replacement FIT programme that can co-depend with the landscape and built
environment.

The development of recreation and sports facilities in Blackbridge and White City will add
economic focus, create local jobs and support the health and wellbeing of local people
without the need to get in a car. As part of this, The Venture - White City’s backbone
community group - have been working alongside the White City Community and Recreation
CIO to develop proposals for a new Community and Recreation Centre that is at the cutting
edge of sustainable, carbon-neutral design. The project is oven ready for fundraising,
supported by its neighbours, will raise local pride and be a flagship example of good practice.

-	Develop the ward’s residents’ understanding of carbon neutrality and their lifestyles and
work – such as changes to home heating, transport arrangements, vehicle charging and
co-operative community energy.
-

Develop a climate-living opportunity that produces local economic stability.

-

Improve our ultra-local governance structure so that it can:
1

	Voice local perspectives and propose solutions to the challenges of 2050 without
worsening social and economic marginalisation; and

2

	Function as a peer to other public schemes and authorities.

Matson, Robinswood and White City Community Partnership

Interesting practice elsewhere
Bere Regis Urban Parish Council in Dorset raised £860,000 via crowdsourcing in 2013 to
fund an inland windmill to produce green energy. The windmill profit arrangement has since
supported a number of local schemes including a skate park, a neighbour car taxi service, and
pathways to make the surrounding countryside more accessible.
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Renewal of the built environment

The issues
The regeneration conversation is dominated by a focus on housing but struggling with a lack
of meaningful investment and debates over land transfers.
A holistic conversation about regeneration needs to recognise:
1

	The economic and wellbeing impact of poor housing - for example, the poor state of
housing meant the previous Power of Three plan for a co-operative of home-based
childcare was rejected as the housing would not meet Ofsted standards.

The solution?
A widely supported approach to the
ward’s built environment
What do we need?

2

	The ageing state of public, voluntary or church buildings – “the social safety net of
the ward” - will not be ready for 2050 carbon neutrality nor able to withstand climate
change. Moat School was 60 years old in 2019.

1

	Regeneration that has a pro-local employment ethos that nurtures and sustains
skills and talents. It will last three decades and must launch local people’s
economic potential.

3

	Research suggests that partnership is the key to successful regeneration and provision of
homes.

2

	The ward’s citizens need a number of strong, acknowledged and accountable
voices contributing to regeneration policy and progress, rather than be recipients
through consultation processes.

3

	Conduct a joint investigation - the Financing for Society project within the
University of Leeds and the Government’s Inclusive Economy Unit are worthy of
further examination.

University College London (UCL) and the Royal Town Planning
Institute (RTPI) in 2019 found that: “57% of councils overall had
some form of joint venture that included housing. Our research
shows numerous councils engaging in what they described as a
‘partnership’ working with other bodies.”

Matson, Robinswood and White City Community Partnership
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What can we do for ourselves?

Our local story

-

The Power of Three plan 2016-2019, developed through a central government grant, was one
of the four key documents used by Gloucester City Homes to leverage a package of funding to
discuss regeneration of the Matson social housing stock.

Investigate the potential of:
1

	Community land trusts as a vehicle to hold and sponsor regeneration.

2

	Crowdsourced funding programs for alternative energy funding and schemes to
rebuild and expand schools to meet the needs within the ward.

-	Encourage good practice and strategy for a holistic, ward positive regeneration
programme that covers private, social, and public spaces.
-	Investigate alternative routes for small projects; Liverpool Community Homes and the
social housing developer Octevo have launched three crowdsourcing programmes under
FCA regulation.

When the Partnership worked on the first Power of Three plan in 2015-2016, important ideas
about the nature of the local economy were discussed with local people at open evenings and
a day consultation. The ideas about seeing the economy as a leaky bucket shaped perception
of what was needed out of the regeneration process: opportunities for direct employment in
the projects, skill acquisition and self-employment providing services to the project workers.

Interesting practice elsewhere
The Liverpool Housing Association Onward and charity Housing People Building Communities
have delivered a £2.2 million house building scheme based on ‘sweat-equity’ that converted
10,000 hours of peoples labour into a 10% deposit on new homes.
The ability to build high quality social homes and added capacity to produce low-carbon, highquality social homes has demonstrated that community finance helps drive change in business
practice as well as deliver individual projects.

Matson, Robinswood and White City Community Partnership
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Social imbalance

The issues
The long-term impacts of poverty in the recreation of social and economic exclusion in the
next generation are well understood and informed the county council’s approach to children’s
centres in the 2010s. In addition, the links between poor housing and health outcomes, area
reputation and lack of opportunities, and the capacity of individuals to build social capital are
understood.

The solution?
A wellbeing and social inclusion economic
concept

Yet tackling ill-health and economic isolation are handled by different agencies, divergent
professional outlooks and separate strategies.

What do we need?

Our ward has long-term cycles and circumstances, that are revealed by proportionally more
children, more older people and more people in ill-health.

An economic approach and strategy that is social in nature, and a socio-health
approach and strategy built around positive spirals of economic expansion. Both
supported by education that builds social capital and economic strength.

The ward is also home to individuals, families and households that are holding their own in
good economic times.

In practice this could be achieved by:

The community response to enduring social imbalance is based around social action through
centres and programmes around alleviating poverty, creating experience, opening horizons
challenging behaviour, negotiating systems and taking part. These groups are vital to people
and local authorities as a means of communication and delivery and a full list can be seen at
the end of this document.

Matson, Robinswood and White City Community Partnership

1

	County level commissioning of services that promotes retention of public money
earmarked for the ward within the ward. The managerial and bureaucratic and
professional costs of commissioned services invariably exit the ward immediately.

2

	Authority insight that enables ward assets to tackle ward deficits. The large
proportion of ward workers engaged in care work, a key county economic sector
has barely been noticed. These workers could be given opportunities to flourish
and deliver co-operatively a local approach to care demands.
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What can we do for ourselves?

Our local story

-	Drive, support and sustain the community food cupboard initiatives, and at the same time
better understand the users and the drivers of need, the costs and benefits, and how we
reduce the need in the longer-term.

During 2016 and 2017 a group of local women took part in training to enable them to
become qualified home-based childminders.

-	Identify a facility, whether government, religious or voluntary sector, that can be adapted
to provide extensive childcare for the ward and enable economic participation by its
citizens.
-	Clearly and collectively identify the wide range of local skills and community assets
that are available to be engaged by public bodies that want to invest in sustainable
improvement in the ward.

The gap: Gloucestershire county ranking of
Indices of Multiple Deprivation

They gained new qualifications and skills but their poor-quality homes could not pass an
Ofsted inspection so the plans for a co-operative child care offering to the community were
unable to progress.
In a more successful story, during 2018 and 2019 the Wellbeing Project, built on the local
offering, resolved issues around locally-placed vulnerable adults in supported living and
the community achieved major changes for individuals. A positive independent evaluation
highlighted important learning.

Interesting practice elsewhere

300

Poplar HARCA, a housing and regeneration association as a member of Placeshapers takes a
proactive, hands on role on addressing social imbalance. This involves generating data on local
poverty, working with partners to tackle it, taking direct action on economic regeneration in
addition to house building and lobbies with other organisations on policy initiatives. They build
social capital with a young person’s board supporting the association’s decision making.
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– Matson and Robinswood 1
– Matson and Robinswood 4
– Matson and Robinswood 6
– Abbeydale
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– Matson and Robinswood 2
– Matson and Robinswood 5 (White City)
– Matson and Robinswood 7 (Robinswood)

Using government figures this graph tracks the comparative deprivation rankings of the different parts of Matson,
Robinswood and White City within Gloucestershire over the last 10 years. 1 = most deprived and 373 = least deprived
as there are 373 Lower Super Output Areas (LSOA’s) in Gloucestershire each with an average of 1500 residents living in
them. For comparison, Abbeydale 1 is shown, which is situated next to Matson.

Matson, Robinswood and White City Community Partnership
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Democratic participation and accountable leadership
The issues
The big debate about the shape and future of democracy in societies like Britain has meaning
and importance at micro-level of society for a ward like Matson and Robinswood.
Election participation is down whether measured by voters, party membership or campaigning.
The desire to be heard can be registered from online forums but not in formal exercises of
consultations called by authorities or quangos. Across the city there has been a disinterest or
an inability to effectively engage with the Neighbourhood Planning Process, which enables
residents to shape and develop their local area.
The local authorities recognise the need for community leadership in the suburbs and our local
plan, and the UK government policy of localism has created frameworks and initiatives for
micro-communities to have a greater influence over their areas.
The ward leadership made up of local residents, with civic, community and voluntary sector
participation with a 20 year heritage lacks the ability to influence and be automatically
included in formal structures.

Matson, Robinswood and White City Community Partnership

The solution?
Democratic and recognised structures
What do we need?
1

	Support is needed from city and county councils to advise and implement the most
effective models for local community decision making and integration into wider
systems, so that the local leadership can more effectively develop.

2

	There needs to be an understanding of our local plan amongst decision makers
and senior staff of public bodies.

3

	Recognition that long-term plans delivered over decades need to be owned within
the ward rather than delivered top down by non-resident authorities.

4

	Local people being developed is the key to meeting the needs of public bodies for
more residents influencing, governing and delivering the city and county agendas.
We want to help local people to be in control of their neighbourhoods and
support them to do so.
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What can we do for ourselves?

Our local story

-	Develop a model of ultra-local leadership with increased democratic accountability and
participation that meets the needs of residents and the local authority.

The Matson, Robinswood and White City partnership has brought together local residents,
elected officials, managers of in-ward voluntary and community sector organisations and key
staff for over 20 years to understand and address the local issues, co-ordinate activity, and
discuss the local trends.

-	Build confidence in the concept of a purposeful ultra-local council that has official
recognition and standing within civil structures, such as an urban parish council or
neighbourhood council.
-

Prepare to adopt responsibility for the Winnycroft greenspaces and community facilities.

-	Investigate the appropriateness and potential remit of an elected community council for
the ward, in line with practice elsewhere.

The offering around play and youth work made by local organisations including The Venture:
White City, The Redwell Centre and local schools includes important work on leadership and
community responsibility through semi-formal work like the creation of Junior Wardens, as
well as a focus in youth work on personal accountability.
The strength of the local networks between partners has helped them connect their support,
build on each other’s strengths and generate new opportunities in every aspect of community
life. Holiday programmes are promoted together so families have a choice of options, external
decision makers can be held to account at the partnership, community plans can be created
from the bottom up and residents know that whatever their passions there are always other
residents who share their drive for change and improvement.
The connection of residents, co-operation of partners and caring for our communities
epitomised by the Matson, Robinswood and White City Community Partnership is what our
neighbourhood social capital is made from. Our communities are rich in social capital because
of the longstanding commitment of residents to their neighbours and their community
organisations.

Interesting practice elsewhere
The House of Lord’s response to belonging and integration in British society has a number of
pertinent recommendations including:
-	(Point 49) Local authorities, health bodies and other public agencies bringing the public,
especially marginalised groups, into decision-making as early as possible, investing in high
quality consultation processes, providing proper feedback to local communities and using
the many evidence-based community engagement initiatives; and
-	(Point 42) communicating with members of the public to encourage more personalised
communication that directly responds to people’s concerns. It should include telling
people who they can talk to if they disagree with the response, and who would be
responsible for changing policy.

Matson, Robinswood and White City Community Partnership
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Educational attainment up to age 21

The issues
The disparity in pupil premium rates reported by the ward’s schools and statistical findings
suggests:
1

	A concentration of the ward’s poorest children within the ward’s primary schools.

2

	Schooling choice to educate children outside of the ward is being used by some families.

It has been suggested within academic analyses of poverty and its impact that:
1

	Small initial disparities can lead to larger eventual inequalities;

2

	Feedback loops can operate to embed early life circumstances;

3

	Constraints can breed further constraints, and;

4

The solution?
Bespoke agendas and plans for our wards
What do we need?
1

	A regeneration agenda that includes replacing ageing primary school buildings
and adding capacity to better meet the current and future ward population, and
with green credentials.

2

	An economic strategy from GFirst LEP, in response to the threat of pockets of
poverty, that develops community social capital and economic knowledge to
improve young people’s employment awareness and chances.

3

	A renewed and comprehensive early years offering relevant to both families
stretched by work commitments and those managing adverse childhood
experiences.

4

	Schooling that offers an experience and outcome considered robust by the
ward’s families and builds social cohesion between both the social and private
householder and the old and projected housing estates.

Feedback loops can operate over generations.

This is about adverse childhood experience going on generation after generation.
It is agreed that children from poorer backgrounds have worse educational attainments than
their better-off peers. The exact dynamic between income itself, parental ability, education,
and other aspects of the child’s experience is less understood.
School attainment results across the decade highlight that an important proportion of the
ward’s young people are completing education significantly disadvantaged to others and
therefore likely to be economically directed towards work roles within ONS bands 9 – 7 and
will encounter barriers to achieve roles within bands 7 – 4.

Matson, Robinswood and White City Community Partnership
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What can we do for ourselves?

Our local story

-	Lobby and work with other bodies to explore the growing need for school places and fit
for purpose buildings.

Junior Wardens is a decade old collaboration in the ward. It draws primary aged children into
extra curriculum activities that encourage an awareness of society, personal responsibility,
social action alongside an appreciation of democracy and law. Within the ward it pulls on
the capabilities of housing providers, policing, civil and civic society. As our ward youth
programmes are local in character and outside of national programmes like The Duke of
Edinburgh Award, the recognition of Junior Wardens is an important key foundation to young
people’s creation of CV experiences.

-	Ensure the ward has an appreciation and understanding of the 2021 census results in
useable formats for funding applications.
-	Engage GFirst LEP, the councils and other public authorities in a discussion on long-term
trends once the details of the 2021 national census emerge and can be compared to
other data.
-	Conduct an evaluation of the contribution of the voluntary sector to educational
achievement.

Interesting practice elsewhere
Frome Town Council (FTC) recognises as we do that education literacy cannot be disentangled
from poverty and wellbeing.
“Low levels of literacy remain an issue that could affect FTC’s corporate strategic aims of
increasing wellbeing, prosperity and environmental sustainability / resilience. Literacy has
therefore been identified as a priority for FTC to work on with partners.”
The Frome Literacy Action Group consists of interested parties who have considered a town
wide response to the problem and commissioned the National Literacy Trust to explore the
challenge they face. As a result of this work, a Literacy Action Plan has been produced,
implementation started and literacy actions within the Health and Wellbeing Strategy support
its delivery.

Matson, Robinswood and White City Community Partnership
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Influential bodies and their
strategic goals for Citizenship
Citizenship is a state of belonging to society with rights of
duties and responsibilities.
The term citizen originally referred to membership of a borough or local municipal
corporation like Gloucester. The term came to suggest the possession of certain
liberties in the face of the coercive powers of authoritarian forces.

Encourages the use of the Public
Services (Social Value) Act 2012
to include public engagement
in the contracts of public service
providers.

Parliamentarians

Wants to ensure that all new
developments are valued by
residents by intergrating them
well with existing communities.
Winnycroft will be an important
test.

City Council and
County Council

Influential bodies and their
strategic goals for Resilience
Resilience is the ability to recover from difficulties, it can be
fostered by:
a.	Targeted interventions to build social
relationships amongst and between
isolated groups and those with
influence.
b. 	Changes to the way existing (nonwellbeing focused) services and
support are run to facilitate social
connections.

Wants to develop a sustainable
local health and care workforce
– offering training and the best
environment to attract and keep
staff.

NHS and County
Council

Our Ward

• Wants to build up a talent pool
of local leaders who live in the
city to strengthen the economy.
• Has a social levy policy and
fund that can be linked to.

City Council and
County Council

Residents
Our Ward

Builds opportunities around local
amenities and has organisational
expertise based on ‘lived
experience’.

c. 	Interventions that encourage social
connections between people with
similar experiences to provide peer
support.
d. 	The spread of ideas and knowledge.
e. 	Tackling isolation through networks
that build bridges.

Have a diverse range of
experiences from profound
poverty to stable economic and
managerial responsibilities.

Matson, Robinswood and White City Community Partnership

Has a depth of interconnected
VCS services that tackle health
inequalities through local talent.

Residents

Include a large group of social
care workers with limited
influence and social capital.
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Influential bodies and their
strategic goals for Economics
Economics is about making choices. We all make choices every day. How much should I
spend on clothes? What’s the best phone contract?
It’s about weighing up different choices or alternatives, so what is best use of the
‘Gloucestershire pound’ for health and wellbeing priorities - and who decides this?
Sometimes the most efficient and focused options are ignored. Economics is therefore
also about understanding why sometimes choices that seem like the most economising
or economical are overlooked.
Need local citizens to participate
and benefit from the future
economy of the county which
they forecast will be in ONS
groups 7 and 6 and above.

GFirst LEP and
the Employment
and Skills Board

Our Ward

Has a strategy that seeks to
address the skills gap and ensure
that local people have the skills
and abilities they need to access
the jobs available.

City Council and
County Council

Influential bodies and
their strategic goals for
Development
Development can be measured in ways that are obvious and clear to a majority of
people.
Have buildings been replaced or prepared for a low-carbon future? Have the exam
results of school leavers improved over a decade? Are more people employed? Is crime
down? Have new working opportunities been made available within the ward?
Development though is problematic when what looks like clear and easy wins or
important gains aren’t items that citizens’ value. It becomes critical to understand why
and how something is valued or not.
Consult and measure on a
regular basis … but consultation
is not a neutral activity, can
lead to confusion and apathy,
and easily supports the
commissioner’s view.

NHS, GCH
and others

City Council
and MP

Residents
Our Ward

Is too easily stereotyped by
statistical analysis that front faces
poverty and marginalisation;
there is a more nuanced picture.

Have placed great emphasis on
the need to achieve regeneration
of the public-housing stock in
the ward and an improvement
in the educational attainment of
young people.

Those furthest from economic
activity are supported but those
in work have long hours and
long commutes which limits
engagement.

Matson, Robinswood and White City Community Partnership

Lacks sufficient primary school
places for the wards children,
and indicators of a socioeconomic divide on who can
choose to access education
outside the ward.

Residents

Are typified by the presentation
of statistics produced by
organisations. Some statistics
that are relative are given higher
prominence than others.
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Influential bodies and their
strategic goals for Sustainability
Sustainability means to think about the public domain in the
round.
The UN says “sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the
present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own
needs.”
What happens if the community organisations are drained, if volunteering doesn’t
open up opportunities, if the greenspaces are eaten up?

School rebuilds, housing
regeneration and community
buildings need to unlock the
economic and business value of
green infrastructure in a fashion
that benefits the ward’s domestic
wallets.

Major Projects

Our Ward

Could allow the social wellbeing
of the ward to be considered in
procuring public services under
Public Services (Social Value) Act
2012.

City Council and
County Council

Accreditation
This update to the Power of Three is an expression of the confidence gained within the
ward over the last five years. This confidence comes from successfully working together
on activities that have built a positive ward identity of being proactive and offering
activities that have nurtured talent and leadership. The refreshed plan recognises that
despite the determination and efforts of the ward’s internal civil society there remains
a substantial gulf between the societies of Matson, Robinswood and White City and
other parts of the county. The belief of the plan is that the gulf is best closed by joint
approaches that are mutually agreed between the ward and the influential, statutory
and powerful organisations of the county. We have shown in the document where
common ground lies; over the next months we will be reaching out to discuss with
potential partners how the plan can be further developed. Furthermore, once we have
entered a Covid stable world, the Partnership’s strategy is to invite all stakeholders to
a day conference on the plan during which connections can be formed, benchmarks
agreed and a wider vision shared.
The update process has been guided by Dr Iain Riddell, PhD (Sociology), MA (History),
drawing upon the knowledge gained in the first phase and a review of the Partnership’s
achievements since 2016. The process was overseen by a series of meetings during
which ideas and concepts were developed, challenged and refined. An open leadership
group of the Partnership’s Executive chaired by Bob Allen (Matson Baptist Church),
and Dawn Barnes (The Venture: White City) drove the project forward looking at the
fine detail. The Partnership expresses its gratitude to Gloucestershire Gateway Trust for
resourcing this second phase and lending the communication skills of Rebecca Boseley
DipMCIM to craft the final document.

Contact us

Residents

To get in touch with the Partnership you can email us at info@mrwcpartnership.org
Has green spaces to value,
inefficient public buildings and
interesting opportunities to
explore for green energy.

Have a diverse range of work
skills that could be adapted
and upgraded to contribute to
sustainability given a long-term
approach.

Matson, Robinswood and White City Community Partnership

For further information you can also contact Dr Iain Riddell by emailing
talkingcommunity@cliffriddell.co.uk
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The Matson, Robinswood and White City Community Partnership is a non-hierarchical forum for a variety of people and organisations to discuss the needs of the ward and cooperative means to
achieve them. It has a constitution, keeps records, elects a co-ordinating group and is transparent about its micro-funding. Active participation is not fixed in stone and varies over time and interest
in specific topics and projects. Formal proposals and plans are brought to the attention of the widest possible group through networks of local people and events. The Partnership holds bi-monthly
gatherings so that different perspectives can be included and shape the ward agenda.

The people and organisations who come to the partnership meetings are:

Three of their key social contributions:

The Venture: White City

Play; family support; community engagement

Local Councillors

Democratic voice; representation of the people; contact with the public sector leadership

PCSOs

Liaison with policing services; problem solving; community engagement

Gloucestershire Wildlife Trust

Environmental challenge; community engagement; climate value

Robinswood Academy Trust, Robinswood Primary Academy and Moat Primary Academy

Primary educational services; family liaison; building assets

Gloucester City Homes

Housing support; community investment; regeneration

Gloucestershire Gateway Trust

Community development; funding support; community engagement

Matson Baptist Church

Community engagement; religious services; building assets

Matson and Robinswood Tenants’ Association

Community engagement; representation of social housing residents; built environment awareness

Matson Lane Surgery

Health services; accountability for primary community health trends; community engagement

Gloucester Services

Employment; supporting local producers; community and school engagement

Church Army

Community engagement; investing in people; ‘Share Matson’

GL4

Arts based engagement; creative expression; consciousness raising

GL Communities

Community and economic development; advice; employability and wellbeing

Together in Matson @ The Redwell Centre

Investing in community capacity; development and emotional resilience; happiness and social connectivity

Individual local citizens

Voice; insight; consciousness raising

Seventh Day Adventists

Faith community; social challenge; impactful voice

Matson, Robinswood and
White City Community Partnership

